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North Sails for Cruising
As your expert Cruising partner, North Sails shares your
passion for sailing. We offer the experience and expertise
to support all of your Cruising adventures. Our mission is
to help you get the most out of your sailing. North Sails
heritage is founded in design, technology and innovation.
With a strong heritage of design, technology and innovation,
our company culture continues to be centered on providing
the best sails and the best value. North Cruising Sails feature
the strength, precision and durability associated with our
company’s reputation as the unrivaled sailmaking leader.

Adventure on Your Terms
Quality equipment enables your ability. Going to sea is no small
undertaking and your sails shouldn’t hold you back. Cruising
with a feeling of confidence allows you to follow your passions.
Whether you are leaving the land behind, exploring new regions
and connecting with new cultures, or simply sharing leisure
time with friends and family, adventure starts with your sails.
North Cruising Sails will take you where you want to go.

Better Sail Shape Through
Better Design
Sail shape matters to cruising performance and Cruising sails
must be able to handle a range of wind and sea conditions. A
wide steering and trimming range will help you accommodate
changing conditions with less frequent trimming adjustments.
In short, your Cruising sails will be all-purpose and user friendly.
Sail design is a science backed up by experience, and North
Sails recognizes the importance of each. Every Cruising sail we
make is custom designed for your boat and your sailing. The
North Sails design process combines science with an empirical
library of Cruising specific sail shapes.. The depth and breadth
of our design expertise allows us to fit the perfect sail shape
to your boat’s specific requirements, resulting in better
cruising performance.

Standard Cruising Mainsails
Low Maintenance - Easy To Use

Full Batten Mainsails
Smooth Performance - Shape Stability - Improved Longevity

“North sails are the best in the
world. Still going strong after 12
years and 45,000 nautical miles.”
Harry Watson Smith - Australia
Malua - Adams 42ft - NPC Coastal

More Enjoyment Through
Better Performance
Sailing enjoyment is a direct reflection of your boat’s
performance. Cruising sailors should expect sails that respond
to adjustment - delivering better motion through the water.
With North sails your boat will be faster and sail with less
heel, less helm and less leeway. Full control of your sail power
makes trimming and steering easier. Easier sailing is more fun,
and cruising sails don’t have to be overweight and bulky to be
strong and durable. Well-engineered sails made from refined
materials mean better furling and flaking, smoother tacking
and gybing and more efficient sail handling and storage.
Welcome to the North Sails Cruising Experience – Where the
journey is as rewarding as the destination.

Mast Furling Mainsails
Superior Shape - Flawless Function

Boom Furling Mainsails
Detailed Integration - Refined Durability

Roller Furling Headsails
Strong - Tough - Dynamic Performance

G Series Gennakers
Cruising Optimized Downwind Sails

G Zero
Close Reacher

G1
All Purpose

G2
Runner

Longer Lifespan Through Better
Construction
Durability is the top priority for any Cruising sailor - but
durability goes beyond sailcloth. The lifespan of a sail is
best defined by the years of usability. Most sails are retired
not because the material becomes unsound, but because
the sail shape and functionality have degraded to a point
where the sail is no longer usable.

Affordable Durable Performance
Fill Oriented Woven Polyester

For this reason the construction, engineering and all of the
components that go into a sail are equally important to a
sail’s usable lifespan. The quality of a finished sail is the sum
of its parts.

Patented Radial Revolution
Warp Oriented Woven Polyester

At North Sails, we take manufacturing seriously.
• Proprietary sail materials manufactured by North Cloth.
• Building all of our sails in our own factories.
• Developing and maintaining the best and most modern
sailmaking equipment.
• Employing the largest and best-trained staff of
sailmakers.
• Using tried and true manufacturing techniques
documented in our comprehensive Blue Books.
• Deploying industry-leading quality assurance, from raw
material testing to finished goods compliance.

Stronger Cruising Laminates
High Modulus Aramid Scrim, Polyester Film/Taffeta
Ultra PE Scrim and Taffeta (Carbon Option)

Strong, Smooth, Seamless
Spread Filament Polyester Composite,
Cruising Construction

When durability, sustainable sail shape and value are all
important, controlling all aspects of sail construction
creates the best results. North Sails quality is apparent from
the first moment you hoist your new sail.
Fast, Tough, Versitile
Spread Filament Ultra/Aramid Composite,
Cruising Construction

Our Story
In 1957 a young engineer and Star class sailor named Lowell
North believed he could build a faster sail. Starting in a small San
Diego garage, he launched a progressive sailmaking company
that set the foundation for North Sails today. Applying an
engineer’s mind to a traditional craft, Lowell rapidly transformed
the sailing landscape with faster sail shapes, accelerated material
development and repeatable manufacturing processes.
North Sails has become the world’s leading sailmaker through
an ongoing commitment to superior performance, technical
innovation and elevating the sailing experience of our customers.
Outside the race course, North Sails offers leading designs with
proprietary sailcloth; allowing you the freedom to adventure on
your terms, with sails that perform better and last longer.
Our global sales and service network includes seven centralized
manufacturing centers, 159 sales and service locations and
1500 employees worldwide. With the most knowledgeable and
talented team in sailmaking, North Sails is uniquely qualified to
deliver a sailing experience that is beyond the ordinary.
Go North. Go Beyond.

NEED MORE INFO?
TALK TO A NORTH SAILS EXPERT

North Sails Global Headquarters
449 Thames Street, Suite 400
Newport, RI 02840 USA

